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Executive Summary

Rethink the use of AI technologies and processes
for resilience and growth in uncertain times
AI is still in the early stages for
many organizations but the need
to drive rapid use and scale of AI
has never been stronger.
The current global disruption is requiring changes to
be made in weeks that previously would have taken
years. Adopting more advanced AI technology and
techniques accelerates business results. Organizations
need to leverage AI to rethink how they will respond,
reset and renew their business transformation even
faster to become resilient and responsive.
. This makes it a critical part of the AI journey. From
Avanade’s research, conducted by Vanson Bourne
95% of respondents see AI technology and
processes as the most important elements needed to
scale AI within their organization.

How an organization is set up to leverage AI
technologies as well as integrate them into business
processes is a critical component of building AI@
Scale. It also acts as a forcing function for other
aspects of an overall AI strategy.
For example, integrating AI deeply into business
processes can provide lift for employees to do other
things that are more meaningful to the organization
and become a part of training for employees.
Effective use of AI technologies means using the
data supply chain and ensuring your organization is
applying a consistent methodology and reducing risk.
Today, of those using or planning to use AI, 46% of
respondents said they are using AI for IT optimization
or customer experience (44%), but only a third (34%)
are doing so for the purpose of asset optimization.
When AI is adopted well, it gives organizations the
opportunity to revolutionize their business processes.
Their assets will be optimized, their finance will be
transformed, their risk will be mitigated.
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Using automation to start
business process integration
The first stage of AI integration
into business process(es) is
often through robotic
process automation.

Whether an organization hires data engineers to work
with multiple data sources, merge batch and stream
data, schedule transformations or quality check data,
the ability to find and retain employees with the right
capabilities is essential to being able to scale AI.

Today, of those already using AI, around six in 10 are
using automation (61%) and/or advanced analytics
(60%). However, far fewer are using computer vision
(35%) and/or virtual or cognitive agents (34%).
Clearly there is opportunity to evolve AI technology
adoption and integration into the business.

The quicker organizations can successfully hire or train
talent to do this kind of work, the better. Over nine in
10 (96%) respondents report that AI technology and
process are among the top six core areas that are most
critical to scale AI within their organization. But it takes
a wide range of technical skills to make it all
come together.

Recent global events have further emphasized the need
for rapid advancements here. For example, AI is rapidly
being applied to marketing websites to provide up-tothe-minute information through virtual agents. And
computer vision is being used to quickly process swabs
that confirm bacteria and disease, thereby accelerating
time between diagnosis and treatment.
Increasing the use of advanced AI techniques is part of
the AI talent and culture agenda and it also supports
creating AI@Scale.

In the next 12 to 24 months, 50% of organizations say
they are looking to hire people skilled with AI tools
and frameworks, 43% with data science capabilities,
including machine learning, and data engineering
and automation experts (41%). And 73% agree that
technology and techniques are the last part of realizing
business value with AI. In addition, 34% are looking
for help with specific AI platforms, AI techniques
and technologies for particular business outcomes.

Which are the most important technical
skills when it comes to AI?
Human
science

19.4%

Change
management

24.1%

Data
visualization

28.4%

Cognitive
skills

29.2%

Automation
experts

31.4%

Business process
specialists/
domain expertise

31.6%

Data management,
cleansing, cataloguing,
managing, quality

41.5%

Data science machine learning,
data engineering

43.2%

AI tools
and frameworks

44.1%
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Using platforms to build scale
Building AI at scale is about
bringing together three significant
elements: hiring the right AI
talent, using that talent to engage
with advanced AI techniques to
solve business problems, and
having the right platforms in
place to support them.
Organizations are turning to technology vendors to
help support their ambitions. Nearly two-thirds
(61%) of respondents said their company is
looking to a multi-vendor technology strategy.
Further, they are considering familiar names like
Microsoft, Google, IBM and Amazon to help them.
Driving these more advanced AI technology and
processes forward is not an easy task but using a
technology provider can help with this transition.

Just over half of respondents (55%) say they will use
technology providers, 52% will use cloud providers,
41% contractors and consultants, and 35% will look
to outsource their AI completely. In a world where AI
talent is hard to find and keep, these strategies can
help you accelerate your AI maturity while shoring up
your overall AI strategy, digital ethics frameworks or
even data cleansing.
The upside of a focus on AI technology and processes
is clear: Organizations that are most advanced in their
AI maturity cite a payback of five times ROI, much
higher than the three times average.
Keys to sustained and successful AI include robust use
of AI technologies and techniques deeply embedded
within business processes, together with effective
harnessing of the data supply chain, a clear AI strategy,
a multidimensional AI talent and culture approach, and
underpinned by digital ethics.

Which are your organization's most viable
AI stack providers to consider?

84.5%
Microsoft

73.1%
Google

65.4%
IBM

63.6%
Amazon
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Maturity model highlights
organizational progress in AI
Avanade's AI Maturity research was designed to help
understand organizational progress against five categories: AI
Strategy, AI Talent and Culture, Digital Ethics, AI Technology and
Process and Data Supply Chain and Analytics.
Organizations estimated both their overall organizational maturity as well as their progress against
the five categories. We found that most organizations are in the infancy of their AI adoption with 7%
falling into level 1 (Avid Learner) and 64% falling into level 2 (Go Getter). Only the minority were level
3 - Busy Builder (28%) or level 4 (1%) (the most mature - High-Flier).

Maturity Group

64%
Go Getter

Scope of research
Avanade commissioned independent
technology market research specialist
Vanson Bourne to undertake research
on AI Maturity across several categories.
They interviewed 1,700 line-of-business
and IT decision-makers in 2018, 2019 and
2020, across 15 countries. Respondents’
companies have global revenues of
$1 billion+ ($500 million+ in smaller
markets) or 3,000+ global employees
and participate in a variety of industries
Additional reports include: AI Strategy,
AI Talent and Culture, Digital Ethics, AI
Technology and Process, Data Supply
Chain and Analytics.

28%
7%
Avid Learner

Busy Builder

1%
High-Flier
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Rethink AI technology
and process
Avanade can help you redefine the workplace as a creator of sustainable
value. We transform culture, technology, experiences and operations
to increase cost efficiency, productivity and growth. Our end-to-end
approach combines strategy, implementation and managed services,
augmented by industry expertise, specialist tools and IP.
Visit www.avanade.com/ai-maturity to find out more.

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. Our professionals bring
bold, fresh thinking combined with technology, business and industry expertise to help make a human impact on our clients, their customers and their employees. We are
the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees, optimize operations and transform products,
leveraging the Microsoft platform. Avanade has 38,000 professionals in 25 countries, bringing clients our best thinking through a collaborative culture that honors diversity
and reflects the communities in which we operate. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation.
Learn more at www.avanade.com.
About Vanson Bourne
Vanson Bourne is an independent specialist in market research for the technology sector. Their reputation for robust and credible research-based analysis is founded
upon rigorous research principles and their ability to seek the opinions of senior decision makers across technical and business functions, in all business sectors and
all major markets.
For more information, visit www.vansonbourne.com.
© 2020 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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